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BY 
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(Communicated by Prof. T. A. SPRINGER at the meeting of December 21, 1968) 
In [Z] A. P. MONNA and T. A. SPRINGER developed an integration 
theory in which the scalar field was a field K with a non-archimedean 
valuation. W. H. Schikhof in his thesis investigated the special case of 
translation invariant integrals on zerodimensional groups [4]. Both 
Monna-Springer and Schikhof considered K-valued integrals for functions 
X + K where X was zerodimensional and locally compact. The main 
purpose of this note is to show how one may drop the condition of local 
compactness. A generalized definition of “integral” leads to a more satis- 
factory description of the space of all integrable functions. 
Throughout this paper X is a fixed set, K a field with a non-trivial 
non-archimedean valuation 1 1. K is assumed to be complete under the 
metric derived from this valuation. A set U C X has a K-valued charac- 
teristic function EU : X + K. A function f : X + K determines If 1 : X -+ 
-+ [0, co) by IfI( If(x)] (x E X). If (f/l)AEA is a net of functions X --f K 
we write fn 4 0 to indicate that lim fa = 0 pointwise and IfAl c jffil if 1>~. 
For a net (U(J)),,, of subsets of X we use U(1) j, Ca as an abbreviation 
for EU(~) J. 0. 
For UCX and f:X+K or f:X+(-m,ca) we put 
Ilfllu= sup If(x esu 
Further, ]]f]] stands for Ilfllx. 
1. MEASURES 
A non-empty collection 9 of subsets of X is a ring if for every Ur, Uz E B 
also Vi u Ua EQ, UI n US ~52, and UI\US EL? (here U~\U~={x E UI: 
x 6 US}). Let D be such a ring that covers X. 9 is a base of a topology 9. 
Every element of Q is cbopen ( = closed-and-open) in F; thus F is, by 
definition, zerodimensional. 
A function m : Q -+ K is said to be a measure if it is additive (i.e. 
m( Ur) + m( UZ) = m( VI u 77,) if UI n UZ = @) and if it satisfies the following 
conditions [M] and [B]. 
PW Let Whten be a net in 9 such that U, 4 $fi. For each il E A let V, E 9, 
VA C 77,. Then lim m( VA)= 0. 
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[B] Every a E X is contained in a U E Sz for which (m(V) : V E Q; V C U) 
is b0tded. 
We immediately have : 
(1.1) Lemma. Let Q be as above and let m : L2 + K be additive. For 
UEQdefinemlU:52 +-K by (mjU)(V)=m(U n V). Then m is a measure 
if and only if every mjU is a measure. 
Examples . Let a locally compact zerodimensional topology be given 
on X. Let 9 be the ring of all compact open subsets of X. Then 9 is the 
given topology on X. An additive m : Q --f K is a measure if and only if 
(m(V) : V E J2, V C U} is b ounded for every U E Q. These measures are 
essentially the ones considered in [2,4]. 
To obtain a measure on a non-locally compact space, let p, p be distinct 
prime numbers. Let Y be the space of all sequences of p-adie numbers, 
with the product topology. For n E N put X, = (Z E Y : xi= 0 if i >n; 
jxij <pn if i in}, and let X= U X,. Under the relative topology X, is 
a compact group. There exists a unique translation invariant measure m, 
defined on the ring of all clopens in X %, with values in the field of q-adic 
numbers, and such that m,(X,) = 1 (see [2,4]). Let Q = (2 C X : for every n, 
2 n X, is clopen in X,}. For 2 E Sz put m(2) = .Zipm,(Z n Xn). This m 
is a measure on Q ; lm(Z) ] < 1 for all 2 E Q ; and r is not locally compact. 
Let m be a measure on a ring 9 of subsets of X that covers X. Let 
5 be the topology generated by Sz. Following the ideas of Monna and 
Springer we define for y-open W C X and for a E X 
llWllm= sup {jm(U)I : U EJ2; UC W} 
M,(a) = inf (]]W]]~ : WY-open; W 3 a} 
Obviously,I]Wljj,~)IWaj],if WICCWZ;~JWJ]~= sup(IJUl],: UEO; UCW); 
and Jr/-,(a) = inf {]]U\]~ : U E D; U 3 a} (WI, Wz, W y-open; a E X). Al- 
though ]\W]]?n may be co, Mm(a) is always a real number. JV, is upper 
semicontinuous with respect to 5. 
(1.2) Proposition. For all F-open sets W 
IlJwn= sup Jlr&) 
XCW 
Proof. It suffices to prove that Im(U)j G jlJlrml(u for all U E 52. For 
such U let s> J]Jlr 11 m V; we show that ]m(U)] gs. The set A={V ~52: 
II VII m <s> is a covering of U. If VI, Vz E A then for every U’ E 52 with 
U’C VI u VTZ we have \m(U’)I=\m(U’ n Vl)+m(U’\Vl)\< max (llV&, 
[IV41nt) ~8; thus if VI, VZ E A then VI u V:! E A. It follows that we may 
consider ( U\ V),,, as a net in 52 with (U\V) 4 8. Then lim m( U\V) = 0 
so that \m(U)I= lim jm(V n V)l<s. 
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(1.3) Proposition. Let U E 9. Then for every d > 0 (x EU : Mm(x) 2 S> 
is F-compact. Xoreover, 11 U/l, < co. 
Proof. Let B>O, P-(x E U:JV~(X)>~}. For x EP let x E U, EQ; 
we prove the existence of xi, . .., xk E P such that P C Uzl U . . . U Uzk. 
For the sake of simplicity we first define U, for x E U, x # P: for such x, 
J,(x) ~6, so that there exists a U, E Q with x E U,: C U\P, llU&<6. 
For finite subsets F of U let Up= U\ U U,. Then ( UF)FCU; F finite is a 
CZtF 
net in !J and Up 4 0. For each F choose WF E Q, Wp C Up so that 
I&WF)l> *llUFllm. s ince lim m( WF) = 0 by property [a] of m, there must 
exist an F for which ]I Upllnz < 6. It follows that P n U, = 0, and P C u (r/,: 
XEP). As Pn Uz=@ for x$P we obtain PCU{U,:XEP~ F}. 
We have proved the compactness of P. Then by semicontinuity /I/‘, 
is bounded on P and hence on U. From (1.2) we infer that IIUIj,< 00. 
(1.4) Corollary. Let G be a zerodimensional topological group, .Q a ring 
of subsets of G which is a base for the topology of G, and m a measure on Q. 
Assume that L? and m are translation invariant in the following sense: if 
U E Q and a E G, then aU E 52 and m(aU)=m( U). Then either m=O or G 
is locally compact. (Compare Weil’s theorem [l; 62F]). 
Proof. JV, is constant. Thus every element of Q is compact, unless 
dv-~=o. 
Note. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a 
translation invariant measure on a locally compact zerodimensional 
group G are given in [2] and in [4]. 
2. INTEGR~~.L~ 
For a linear space 9 of functions X --f K let Q(S) = {U C X : f&u E S 
for all f E F}. 9 is a ring of sets that covers X; it is a base of a topology 
Y(9). We call 9 a Wolfieze space if every f E 9 is Y(S)-continuous 
and if for every a E X there exists an f E 9 with f(a) z 0. Then S(S) 
is the weakest topology that makes every f E 9 continuous. (Proof. Take 
a E U E D(s). There is an f E F such that f(a) = 1. Then f&u E S and 
a E {x : f&U(x) # 0} C U). 
Let 9 be such a Wolfbeae space. An integral on 9 is a linear function I: 
9 -+ K that satisfies the following condition. 
VI Let (fib be a net in 9 such that fn $ 0. For each il E A let g, E 9, 
lg,J < IfAl. Then lim I(g,) = 0. 
This condition can be put in a different form: 
[I’1 If (fn)kl is a net in S= with f, 4 0 and if 6 > 0, there exists a 1 E A 
such that II(g)1 < 6 as Soon as g E 9, lgl Q IfAl. 
Example. Let there be given a locally compact zerodimensional 
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topology on X. Let g be the space of all continuous fun&ions f : X --f K 
for which {x : f(x) # O> is contained in a compact set. This .7 is a Wolfheze 
space; Y(S) is the original topology on X. The integr:ils on F are just 
the integrals studied by MONNA and SPRINGER [2]. 
In the rest of this section I is an integral on a Wolfheze space 9. 
We occasionally write 52 and Y instead of Q(9) ancli Y(9), respectively. 
Topological terms like “continuous” are understlood to refer to Y. (Only 
in stating the theorems we shall be very exp,l;Acit.) 
For f E S- and 77 E 9 put mf( U) = I(~Eu). Clearly mf : 52 +- K is additive 
and has property [n/r]. To prove that it is ‘a measure we show it to be 
bounded. In fact, assume sup {Imf( 77) 1 : U 6 Q} = 00. Take 01 E K, Ial > 1. 
There exists a sequence U(l), U(2), . . . E Q such that II(fsu(a))l> lali for 
every i. But a-$f 4 0 and [ ~~f&u(i)I Q ‘I+-ifI, so that lim x-il(fev(a)) = 0. 
Thus we have a contradiction. 
It follows that mf is a measure. 
(2.1) Lemma. There exists a v,&q;qzce JlrI : X --+ [0, cw) such that ~&VI = 
=Jlr, for every f E 9. This JC I is 9(g)-upper semicontinuous. 
Pro of. For f E S- we tiit,e Jv; instead of Jzr,. Let f, g E S=, a E X, 
6 > 0. Put h =f(a)g-g(a)! *,nd let A be the directed set (U E .Q: a E U], 
with UI< Uz if UI 3 772. “Inen (hev)u,n is a net in 9 and hsv J, 0. Hence 
there exists a U E ./l sur:b. that ll(heV)\ Q 6 for all V C U. We may assume 
Mf(x) <Jlrf(a) + 6 for al2 z E U. If P C U, then If(a)m,( V) -g(a)mf( V)/ = 
= Il(hsv)l <S and Inv(.V)I < sup (Jvf(x) : x E V}<Mf(a)+& Thus 
Mahd VI Q max (6 Is(4IWfk4 + 8)) 
for all V C U. fikorn the definition of Jv$ it follows that 
If@)IJlrg(a) G ma= (6, IsWIWf(4+@). 
As this is true for every 8> 0, lf(a)\Ng(a) G Ig(a)lJlrf(a). For reasons of 
symmetry the converse inequality holds also. Thus &Vg= IglJt’,. The 
lemma now follows easily from the fact that for every a E X there exists 
an f E T with f(a) f 0, and from the (semi)continuity of f and JV~. 
(2.2) Corollary. For f E 9 put llfll~= IIXllmf. Then 
llfllr = SUP If@) IJtrlW 
X6X 
Ilfllr= SUP {l4s)l: g E 9; Id G IfI). 
{x : Ifk4lJ-&4 > q is F(P)-compact for every 6> 0. 
Proof of the second assertion. 
Ilfllr= sup {Irnf(U)I : U E Q}= sup (l~(fRJ)/ : u E ‘Q>< 
G SUP (IWI : g E 9; Id G VII G SUP (IISIIZ : g E 9; lgl G Vl>G llfll~ 
by the first part of the corollary. 
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(2.3) Corollary. Every a E X has a F(F)-cZopen neighborhood U such 
that (x : Jv;(x) >>A} is F(9)-compact for all 8> 0. 
Proof. There exists f E 9 such that f(a) = 1. {z : j f (x) - 11~ l} contains 
a UEQ, Usa. 8o.r ~~77, If(x)j=l; hence Jr/;=Jtr,, on U. Now 
“PPlY (1.3). 
By Q(9) we denote the set of all upper semicontinuous functions 
46 : X --f [0, co) that have the property: for all f E 9 and all 6> 0 the set 
ix: If~4IC(~b~l is compact, :@(S) contains the real-valued characteristic 
functions of all compact subs& of X. Every 4 E Q(9) defines a seminorm 
II II+ on 9 by 
llfllg= Ep, II’WI~(4 (f ES) 
The strict topology on 9 is the loc,$~ convex (Hausdorff) topology de- 
termined by these seminorms. 
(2.4) Theorem. The following conditibnc~ on a linear function J : 9 + K 
are equivalent. 
(1) J is an integral. 
(2) J is strictly continuous. 
(3) Let f e 9 and let (fA)nsn be a net in 9 suah that lim fA= 0 uniformly 
on compacts while IfAl G If] for every A. The,% i;m J(f,t) = 0. 
Proof. (1) ==+- (2) IJ(f)I~llflLv~ for every f ~9. 
(3) + (1) follows from the Dini Theorem. 
(2) =+- (3) It is easy to see that there exists a $ E L*(S) such that 
IJ(s)l G IbIle (g E 9). Let f7 fn b e as in (3) and let 6 > 0. !i’he set P = (CC : 
If(x)[$(x) > S> is compact. Hence II&< 00 and there exists ,u t: rl such that 
llfn~lp/~~~~p<8 for all il>,u. For all n E rl, If~(x)l~(x)~if(x)l~(z)~~6 if x $ P. 
Hence for fl>,u, IJ(fA)l ~llf~ll+~d. 
A simple link between measures and integrals is forged in the following 
manner. 
(2.5) Proposition. (a) Let 9 be a ring of subsets of X that cowem X. 
Let ~9 be the vector space spanned by {EU : U E Q}. Then B is a Woljheze 
space, .f2(9?)=Q, Y(C??)=F(Q). 
(b) With the assumptions of (a), let m : Q + K be additive. There exista 
a unique linear J : ‘3 + K such that J(Bu) =m( U) (U E Q). This J is an 
integral if and only if m is a measure. 
Proof. We leave (a) to the reader. As for (b), the existence and the 
uniqueness of J are almost trivial. The “only if” part of the last statement 
follows from (1.1). Now let m be a measure. By (1.3) Mm E @( 9). Every 
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f E 3 oan be written as a finite sum Zaisv$ where OIZ E K, Ui E 9 and 
Ui n Uj=fl if i#j. Then 
Thus J is strictly continuous. 
3. EXTENSION OF THE INTEGRAL. 
Throughout this section I is an integral on a Wolkeze space 9. 
.!J=L?(LF), ~=Lqrq=~(Gy. 
For every g : X + K put ]]g]]l= sup (Ig(x)j,MI(x): x E X>. We know that 
II(g)1 =c llgllx<~ for g E F. A function g is said to be integrable if for 
every B > 0 there exists an f E 9 such that Ilf -gl(~< 6. The integrable 
functions form a linear space L(1) that contains 9. There is a unique 
linear extension I” of I to L(I) such that ]]1*(g)l] < ]ig]]I for all g E L(I). 
The main result of this paper is the following. 
(3.1) Theorem. L(I) is a Wolfiexe space, I” is an integral. Moreover, 
~V”p=Jcr,, L(I*)=L(I) and I**=I*. 
For the proof we need a more explicit description of L(I). 
(3.2) Lemma. Let P C Y C X, P T(g)-compact. For every T(g)- 
continuous f : Y -+ K and every 6> 0 there exists a g E 9 such that Ilgllx< 
<IlfllP, IslGlfl 0% Y, and lb-fllp<d. 
Proof. All topological terms in this proof refer to F(F). Let s = [IflIP. 
Assume &s-r < 1. The set P’ = {x E P : If(x)] > S> is compact. For every 
a E P’ choose ga E 9 with g,(a) = 1 and U, E Sz such that a E U, C (x: 
!ga(x) - 11~ 6~1) while Y n 77, C {x : If(x) - f(a)1 cd>. Since we have as- 
sumed 6s-1~ 1, lgaj = 1 on U,, and IfI = If(a)1 on Y n U,. By its compactness 
P’ is covered by finitely many sets Us(l), . . . . Us(k). Putting V(i) = U,(i)\ u 
u {U,(j) : i <i> we obtain a disjoint cover {V(l), . . ., V(k)} of P’. For 
* E J’(i), Imd4I = 1 and If(x If(W 
Let g=~f(a(i))g,cz)evci,. Obviously g E 9 and ljgllx<l\f 11~. Take x E Y. 
If x $4 u V(i) t rivially ]g(x)] G If(x)\. If x E V(i) then 
lgWl= IfWN~ lcm@~I = IfbW)l= If(x 
Thus [g] G IfI on Y. Now take x E P. If x E V(i) then 
Id+f(4l = lf(a(;))g,(i)(x)-f(x)/ = If(a(;))[gacz)(X)-ll+ [fW-f(4ll Q 
max (s&s-r, S) = 6. 
If x lies in no V(i), then x $ P’ and jg(x) -f(x)\ = If(x)1 < 6. Hence ]]g-fl\P <8. 
The resulting characterization of integrability is a direct generalization 
of [Z; 6.51. For t>O let Xt={x:Nl(x)>t). 
(3.3) Theorem. A function f : X + K is integrable if and only if it 
satisfies the following two conditions. 
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(1) f is F(9)-contimous on each X,(t> 0). 
(2) For every 8> 0 there is a F(9)-compact set P, contained in some Xt, 
such that IfjJv;gd off P. 
Proof. Again, the topology in X is Y(9). 
Let f E L(I). There is a sequence gi, ga, . . . in 9 such that lim jlf -g&= 0. 
Then lim gn = f uniformly on each Xt so that f is continuous on Xt. Let 
6>0. ThereexistsagE%with l]g-fllr<cY. ThesetQ={x: ]g(x)jM&)>6} 
is compact. Take a t > 0 such that t]lg/lQ G 6 and let P = Q n Xt. A simple 
calculation proves that 6 > If(x)/&‘“+) for x 6 Q and also for x E Q\P. 
Conversely, assume (1) and (2). Take 6> 0; we shall construct a g E 9 
with Ilf-gllr<‘s. Let P, t be as in (2). f and Jtrr are bounded on P. Let 
N>O, M>llfllp, B>llJtr~ll~. Let - s- min (t, 6&F-1). By the preceding 
lemma there exists a g E 9 such that llgllr< l]fl]p, lgl G IfI on X8, and 
IIg-fllp<S. Now on P we have If-glJlrI<dkd; on X,\P, If-g/NT< 
< IfINI<d by (2); and off X8, If -glJv;< max (IflNr, IglJI)= G max (6, 
IlfllPs)=d. Thus Ilf-gllr<d. 
Proof of (3.1). LetG*={UCX:foreveryt>O UnXtisacIopen 
subset of Xt in the relative topology induced by F(9)). Q* is a ring. 
The topology that has Q* as a base is called F*. A function f : X -+ K 
is F*-continuous if and only if it is F(9)-continuous on every Xt. Thus 
every f EL(I) is Y*-continuous. Furthermore, Q* C s2(L(I)). Hence, 
Y* =9(&(I)) and L(I) is a Wolfheze space. If Jv; E @(L(I)), then I* will 
be an integral on L(I). Now JVI is F@(I))-semicontinuous, because 
F(L(I))=F* 3 Y. Take f E L(I), B>O. Put P={x: If(x)/N&)>d}. This 
P is F-compact and contained in some Xt. Since F and F@(I)) induce 
the same relative topology on Xt it follows that P is Y@(I))-compact. 
Thus J-1 E @(L(I)) and I* is an integral. 
Finally we prove JVI* = Jy;. (The rest of (3.1) is then almost trivial). 
Jtrr* is the smallest Y(L(I))-upper semicontinuous function + for which 
II*(f)1 G sup ~Ifb4C(4: x E X} (f E L(I)). It follows that Jv;* GJVI. The 
converse inequality is less obvious. Assume MI*(a) <t <MI(a) for some 
a E X, t E [0, 00). By (2.3) there exists a Y*-clopen set U containing a 
and such that {x E U : MI*(a) >6) is F*-compact for every 8> 0; and 
we can choose U C {x : Jtrr*(x) <t>. By the definition of F* and the fact 
that Xt is F-closed, U u (X\X,) is F-open. There exists an f E 9’ such 
that f(a) = 1 and If I Q 1. Since a E U u (X\X,) we have in the notation 
of $ 2 
= sup (Imf(W)I : W E Qn; W C U U (X\Xt)) 
Thus there is a W ED with Il(few)l >t. Then f&w&u E L(I) and 
II*(fa4-fmlv)I ~llf~w-f~wnullI~ll~w-~wnullI= 
= sup (J-&r) : x E W\U}< sup {J+(x) : x E X\Xt)<t< Il(few)l. 
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Consequently /1*&w)-I*(fsweu)] <t< IJ*(few)l, so that 
t< II*(fqmlV)j -G sup {If(x)IJG*(x) : x E w n U>< 
< sup {&*(x) : x E U>< t. 
Now we have a contradiction, stemming from our assumption MI*(~)< 
<t<N,(a). 
Integrability has a neat description in terms of JVI and the topology 
r* we have just introduced. 
(3.4) Theorem. L(I) consists of all f : X -+- K for which 
(1’) f is LT”-continuous 
(2’) For every S > 0, {x : if (x)lNI(x) > S> is F*-compact. 
Proof. We have already observed that (1’) is equivalent to (1) of 
Theorem (3.3). Since r and r* coincide on each Xt the equivalence 
(2) * (2’) is a consequence of the following lemma. 
(3.5) Lemma. A set P C X is F”-compact if and only if it is F-compact 
and P\Xt is finite for some t > 0. 
Proof. The “if” holds because y and r* coincide on Xt. Conversely, 
let P be y*-compact. It is 9--compact since 7 C r*. Put PO= (x E P: 
x E Xt for some t > 01. As every subset of P\Po is y*-clopen, P\Po is 
finite and PO is 9-*-compact. Assume that PO lies in no X6; we are done 
if we can derive a contradiction. Take 01 E K, /011x 1. For n= 1, 2, . . . let 
Y,={x: M~(x)>/ai”}; then PO C Yi u Ys u . . . and P/ $ Y, for every n. 
We first inductively construct disjoint r-clopens Ui, Us, . . . such thret 
for each i 
(a) Ui n Po#B, 
(b) PO\771 u . . . U Ug lies in no Yn, 
(c) ui n Y,=@. 
Assume that for a certain positive integer Ic there exists disjoin% r-clopens 
Ul, *-*, U,-1 that satisfy (a), (b), (c) for all i<lc. Put &=Po\U~, . . . . 77%--l. 
As Q lies in no Y, there exist a, b E Q with MI(a) #MI(b) and a, b $ Yk. 
There exists a r-clopen set W with a E W, b $ W (otherwise Jvr(a)= 
=~V1(b)). Either Q n W or Q\W lies in no Y,; assume it is Q\W. There 
exists a y-clopen neighborhood U, of a that is contained in W\Ul U 
U . . . u Uk-1 u Yk. Then Ul, . . . . U satisfy (a), (b), (G) for i= 1, . . . . Ic. 
Thus there exists a sequence U1, UZ, . . . such thai; (a), (b), (c) are true 
for every i. Let U=Ul u UZ u . . . For each k, 17 (7 Ya= u {U, n Yk: 
n<k} is 9--clopen in Yk; so U is ?*-clopen. Then (X\U, 771, UZ, . ..> is 
a r*-open cover of PO that has no finite subcover, in contradiction to the 
y*-compactness of PO. 
The topology 9* has the following property which is a weakening of 
local compactness. 
(3.6) Lemma. If f : x + K is Jr* -continuous on every Jr*-cornpet-set, 
then f is F”-continuous on X. 
Pro of. We may assume f = FU for some U C X. Let g E L(I). We shall 
prove gsu E L(I); then l-J is r*-clopen. Take 8> 0. The set 
is Y*-compact. Hence U n P is relatively Y*-clopen in P and there 
exists a Y* -clopen V C X such that P n V = P n U. Then gsv E L(I) and 
Ilgev-gmllI<d. A s we can do this for any 6> 0, geu E L(I*) =L(I). 
From MONNA-SPRINGER [Z] we borrow two more definitions. f : X -+ K 
is called measurable if for every Y-compact P C X and every t > 0 there 
exists, a Y-compact Q C P such that I]ep\o][~< t while f is Y-continuous 
on Q. A net (fJnen is Egorofi convergent if for every Y-compact P C X 
and every t > 0 there exists a Y-compact Q C P such that I]E~\& < t while 
the net (f,hA converges uniformly on Q. 
Now j]ep\o]]I< t is equivalent to Q 3 P n Xi. Thus f is measurable if 
and only if for every Y-compact P and every t > 0, f is Y-continuous on 
P n Xt; if and only if f is r-continuous on every Y-compact set Q that 
lies in one Xt ; if and only if f is Y*-continuous on every Y*-compact 
set. Therefore, f is measurable if and only if f is F*-continuous. In a 
similar way Egoroff convergence turns out to be uniform convergence on 
every Jr”- compact subset of u (X,: t > O}. (It is erroneously stated in 
[2] that Egoroff convergence is uniform convergence on each Xt). By 
(3.6) the Egoroff limit of measurable functions is measurable. (2.4) (with 
I* instead of I) yields the generalization of the Lebesgue Theorem (7.6) 
of Monna-Springer. 
4. EPILOCWE . 
There exists a very simple correspondence between integrals and 
measures. For an integral I on a Wolfheze space of functions on X let 
Q=(U CX: EU EL(I)} and define m(1): Q -+ K by m(l)(U)=I*(w). This 
m(l) is a measure on the ring G’. (It follows from Corollary (2.3) that 9 
covers X.) Conversely, for a measure m on a ring of subsets of X let J, 9 
be as in (2.5) and let I(m) be the integral J*. Further, put m” =m(J*). 
m* is an extension of m. The following relations are easily established. 
m(I) = m(l*), I(m) =I(m*). 
I**=I*, m** =m”. 
I* =I(m(l)), m* = m(I(m)). 
moIom=m, IomoI=I. 
This we obtain a one-to-one correspondence between the measures of 
the type m* and the integrals of the type I*. 
199 
There is no problem in generalizing all of the above theory to measures 
and integrals that take their values in a Banach space E over K. (Inte- 
gration of E-valued functions is less simple). Thus one can unify the 
ordinary integration theory with Van der Put’s spectral decomposition 
theory for elements of a Banach algebra E (See [3]). 
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